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Preface
We are pleased to present Art Sphere’s coloring 
and activity book where we explore LGBTQ+ 
identity, art history, and color theory. You will 
learn about LGBTQ+ artists, as well as ways to 
express your pride any time of the year. Whether 
it’s a pride flag or your own personal art, showing 
your true colors is important. 

How this Book Came About
In 2020, Art Sphere Inc. (ASI) responded to 
COVID-19 by moving our curriculums online to 
engage and enrich Philadelphia’s communities 
remotely. ASI has always been concerned about 
the lack of access and cutbacks in funding for 
the cultural arts in the inner city. In response, we 
developed this book of free art lesson plans for 
children to stimulate and inspire creative thinking. 
What we hope you will gain from using this book 
Not everyone learns the same way. Some people 
are more visual, some more musical, some more 
mathematical. Our coloring sheets and activity 
guides give viewers an opportunity to make art 
in more than one way and also to incorporate 
ideas such as compassion, creativity, coopera-
tion, and new ideas for living in a way that con-
tributes to a civil society. By pointing out the dif-
ferent ways that a project can be approached, 
parents and teachers can guide their children to 
their individual paths to artistic success and ways 
to express their unique creative voices.  

May you gain inspiration from these pages and 
reach toward the horizons of your creativity!

About US

Art Sphere Inc. (ASI), founded in 1998, provides 
meaningful free arts programs in an effort to 
engage the creativity in communities, empower 
neighborhoods, explore the positives in peoples’ 
lives, and heal the mind, body, and spirit through 
the arts. Working with hundreds of volunteers 
every year and partnering with numerous civic, 
academic and governmental organizations, 
our grassroots events help support inner-city 
neighborhoods. ASI’s in-school and after-school 
workshops lay the framework for the arts to 
nourish the character and development of youth, 
open up a new world of social engagement and 
reinforce the school curriculum. We appreciate 
the generous support of the many foundations 
and institutions who have paved the way for 
Art Sphere Inc. to continue to serve the public 
through on-site and online education programs.  

celebrating LGBTQ+ Artist ic  Icons
A coloring & activity book for high school
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This book would not have been possible without the participation of many talented and dedicated vol-
unteers and supporters. I would like to thank the Drexel University for their support, encouragement and 
for believing in Art Sphere’s work with youth. My thanks also go to Judy Yellin, Hanna Pistorus and Steven 
White for their collaboration, editing of the lesson plans and invaluable suggestions. I also want to single 
out Claire Manigo-Bizzell for her hard work in creating the layout and design for this printable handout 
version of our “Celebrating LGBTQ+ artistic Icons” eBook, as well as Carey Talbot-Sanders, Sophie Najjar, 
and Ginger Mellott for their well-crafted cover design and hand-drawn elements that also can be found 
at https://artsphere.org/asi-books/. Many volunteers also provided their time and expertise for which I am 
very grateful: 

Administration Team: Ana Paula Brito da Silva Bim, Mallika Kodavatiganti, Jessica Soriano, Hiral Parekh, 
Julia Fucci, Graeme Turner, Casey Raffle, Braeden Dinger, Mi Nguyen  

Social Media Team: Jade Hingtgen, Martha Meiers, Kyle Kaempf, Digna Patel, Aiknoor Kaur, Hardwick 
Sexton 

Writer and Grant Writer Team: Sarah Goldberg, Shalini Parekh, Kristyn Otto, Maura Mealy, Sam Oliviera, 
Julie Kim, Anthony Mazzocca, Courtney Lancaster, Maura Wynne, Benjamin Ruff, Julia Woch 

Designer Team: McKenna Mason, Digna Patel, Simone Shemshedini, Blair Nakamoto, Jay Wahla, Kaili 
Chen, Addison Devine 

Teacher Team: Yen Nguyen, Maritza Lohman, Jedidah Groseclose, Greta Heeb, Kristen Rucker, Theresa Ol-
iver, Kristine Macatantan, Kelly Ramirez, Jasmine Oberoi, Shika Veera, Daniela Wittenberg, Christin Wade, 
Madison Hatchett, Jamie Sokol, Celia Tran, Natalie Perez 

Web Design Team: Jennifer Granata, Kip Deeds, Hanae Ferahi, Mya Ho, Parker Nix, Nyemike Atoh, David 
Do, Hangyu Li, Tim Nguyen, Ebunoluawa Diya, Iain Shand, David Ajibade, Susie Choi, Wenjun Shao 

Video Team: Miguel Geniza, Victoria Sanua, David Rammacca, Sabine Moufarrej, Nicole Harmon, Bryant 
Lu, Chase Levine, William Li, Aidan Perry, Kaitlyn Ha, Sean Kim, Liam Shea, Sophia Palmisano, Joey McQuil-
lan, Maggie Bues 

Animation Team: Kai Snowden, Roger Korpics 

IT Team: Andrew Phillips, Rupali Walunj, Josh West, Timo Stander, Jineva Byrne, Michael Vranek, David 
DeBroux, Carlos Frias, Rabia Shafique, Asanka Nanayakkara, Fabio Martinez, Jasmine Campbell, Raudi 
Lantigua, Deonte Wynn, Praveen Lokanathan, Karthikeyan Nagarajan, Sunil Gopi 

A special thank you to our Board of Directors as well: Erica Bettwy, P.J. Hakim, Subrata Mukherjee, Cliff 
Price John Groenveld, Tiffany Mercer-Robbins and Ashley Fry.  

Best Wishes on Your Journey, 

Kristin Groenveld 
Founder and Artistic Director Art Sphere Inc. 

Check out our interactive program for more creative art projects and artist profiles: https://artsphere.org/
landing-page-lgbt/

Share the artwork you make and your thoughts about the lesson plans and let others know about our free 
online version of this book: #takeanartjourney #creatinglegaciesthroughart  #loveartsphereinc

Thank You

©2021, Art Sphere Inc. Except where otherwise noted, this work is subject to a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. 
For details, see the Art Sphere Inc. Copyright Statement at: https://artsphere.org/who-we-are/copyright-and-disclaimer/ 

https://artsphere.org/landing-page-lgbt/
https://artsphere.org/landing-page-lgbt/
https://artsphere.org/who-we-are/copyright-and-disclaimer/
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Janelle Monae is a musician, actress and activist who uses 
her platform as a form of self-expression. Monae identifies as 
bisexual and pansexual and has used her artforms and alter-
ego to express her feelings on these matters among many 
other things. 

Isaac Julien is a filmmaker and installation artist born in 
1960 and is based in London. Isaac is a gay Black man, two 
pieces of his personal identity that he explores in his work 
among many other things.

Rivers Solomon uses fae/faer pronouns and identifies as 
nonbinary. Solomon is an American author of literary fiction 
whose debut novel was published in 2017. 

Laetitia Ky is an Ivorian Coast model and artist who uses 
wires and her hair to make hair sculpture pieces that are 
meant to carry a message. 

Julie Mehretu is an abstract artist from Ethiopia. Mehretu is 
believed to be one of the top-selling living lesbian artists, 
with her works reportedly selling to total $21,729,529 at 
auction. 

Catherine Opie is an American Fine Arts photographer that 
began taking pictures at the age of nine and eventually 
had her own darkroom at 14. Opie uses her camera to 
examine the connections between a mainstream and 
marginalized society. 

Paul Mpagi Sepuya is an artist from Los Angeles, CA 
that explores queer and Black identity. Sepuya’s photos 
sometimes include himself as the subject that feel quite 
intimate and personal. 

Harmony Hammond is a queer female artist and activist 
who gained prominence in the 1970’s for her outstanding 
work and determination. She was one of the creators of 
A.I.R., which was the first women’s run art gallery where 
groups of artists could come together to show off and sell 
their work. 

Born in Pakistan in 1983, Salman Toor is a gay painter and 
writer who’s based in New York. In April of 2021, Toor closed 
out his first ever solo exhibit, which was on display at the 
Whitney museum in New York and was titled How Will I Know.   

Shanel Edwards is a first generation Jamaican-American 
and identifies as nonbinary. They are most prominently 
a dancer, but they’ve also dabbled in painting, poetry, 
photography, and more. 

The bisexual poet Hilda Doolittle was first published thanks to 
a friend she met in college who had sent in some poems to 
Poetry magazine under the name of H.D. which she took as 
a pen name. It wasn’t until Doolittle had her first volume of 
verse published in 1916 that she was recognized as a major 
voice of the avant-garde imagist movement. 

Assotto Saint (formerly, Yves François Lubin) was a gay 
Haitian born poet that fell in love with the United States 

after a trip exposed him to men in feminine clothing. Saint 
was captivated by the freedom of the United States as 
compared to his native home, and eventually moved to the 
U.S. with his mother. 

Alice Walker is a revered Pulitzer Prize winning author who 
has been a vocal advocate for people of all sexualities. 
Walker’s literary career is filled with critically acclaimed 
gems like The Color Purple.  

Cheyne Gallarde is a gay artist who was born and raised in 
Hawaii. Gallarde is best known for his works that depict drag 
queens as superheroes in the style of vintage comic books. 

Mickalene Thomas is a renowned artist most notably known 
for her vibrant works that showcase Black women’s power 
and femininity. Thomas uses mixed media art to explore 
forms of beauty outside of societal norms and draws 
inspiration from the Impressionist art movement. 

Chavela Vargas is a legendary lesbian ranchera singer. 
Despite ranchera singing being a male dominated scene, 
Vargas broke barriers and soon became a household name. 

Sylvester is a disco icon who never felt the need to be 
boxed into a label. During his lifetime, other people tried 
pinning him as a drag queen or as transgender when those 
identities were generally perceived in a more negative light 
than today, but Sylvester didn’t pay attention to labels - he 
was just being himself. 

Jay Som Melina Mae Duterte, better known by her stage 
name Jay Som, is a musician who writes about self-
discovery, reflection and her racial identity. Duterte has 
said while she was growing up that she didn’t really see 
people like her that she could look up to, so she has tried to 
become a role model for generations after her.   

Patrick Kelly is a fashion designer that wanted to make 
clothes for Black women so they could be in Vogue 
magazine. After moving several times, Kelly ended up 
in France where he was able to find fame as a fashion 
designer. 

Richard Fung is a Canadian writer, video artist and professor. 
He is openly gay and has spoken out about sexual 
orientation and has created many videos that deal with 
Asian Colonialism, immigration, racism, homophobia, AIDS, 
justice in Israel/Palestine and his own family history. 

Artist  B ios
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Color Theory
While we might take it for granted sometimes, colors are an important part of 
everyone’s life! When you choose something to wear, decorate a room or pick 
crayons to color a handout, you are instinctively working with a color scheme.  

Did you know there is the theory for choosing colors that complement each 
other? It is called the color wheel. The color wheel is made up of three kinds of 
colors – primary colors, secondary colors, and tertiary colors. Primary colors 
occur by themselves, secondary colors occur from a mixture of two primary 
colors, and tertiary colors occur from mixtures of primary and secondary colors. 
A color scheme is a combination of colors you choose. You can make a color 
scheme by following patterns in the color wheel. Four of these patterns are:  

Analogous: Colors next to each other on the wheel. 

Triadic: Three colors evenly spaced on the wheel. 

Complementary: Two colors opposite of each other on the wheel. Primary 
and secondary colors are complementary to each other and tertiary colors are 
complementary to each other too. 

Split complementary: Uses three colors. Find one color, then find that color’s 
complement. Then use the two colors on either side of that complementary color. 



Color Theory

Yellow

Orange

Red

Violet

Blue

Green
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Secondary Secondary

Analogous Triadic Complimentary Split 
Complimentary

Fill in the color wheel with the appropriate colors labeled below. Mix different primary and 
secondary colors to fill the spaces in between the labeled spaces.

Below the color wheel, fill in the smaller slices with the same orientation of colors to 
show off analogous, triaidc, complimentary, and split complimentary color schemes.
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Journey with us to Emerald City. 
What would you travel down the 
yellow brick road to go get? 

Color in this emerald gemstone. 
Emeralds are normally green, but 
feel free to color this however you’d 
like. With this wand and with your 
friends, you have all you need to 
achieve anything you want. 

Recognize the gem within. 
Decorate the wand in the colors of 
the rainbow and reinforce it with 
popsicle sticks. Make it your own 
with glitter and streamers.
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